St. Crispin’s
Excellence for all

Newsletter
Easter 2018
Headteacher’s letter

Dear Parents and Carers,
I do hope that our termly newsletter finds
you well. I am pleased to note that our spring
term concludes on a warmer note and that
the “Beast from the East and its younger sibling”
is now quite behind us!

Head Team announcement
As per tradition it is at this point in
the year that I have the delight in
announcing St. Crispin's new Head
Boy and Girl Team for the coming
academic year. Before I do I want
to take the opportunity to thank
our departing team Toby, Amy,
Niall and Becca. As a team these
four young adults have served the
school with gracious diligence and I am so proud of
their leadership, contribution and achievements
during the year. If you have had the privilege of
hearing this group speak you will know what fine
men and women they are and how they extol in
every way St. Crispin’s “Excellence for all”. Next year
Toby will be reading Business Management at either
Cardiff or Leeds University (final decision yet to be

made!). Amy will taking up a highly sought after
Higher Level Apprenticeship in HR at British Airways.
Niall will be reading Music at Southampton
University and Becca will studying Midwifery at
Worcester University. Both Niall and Becca are
taking a year out before further study. I look
forward to hearing their address to the whole school
as they formally introduce the team to come. Our
new Head Girl is Megan Adams, our new Head Boy is
Max Watson, ably supported by Deputy Head Girl
Mia Noone and Deputy Head Boy Joe Whittaker.

Possible change to the school day
In my newsletter this term I wish to highlight a
possible change to our school day for September
2018. In short, I am seeking the views of parents and
carers of the intention to reduce our lunchtime,
which is currently 40 minutes, to 30 minutes and
consequently ending our school day at 3.00pm rather
than 3.10pm. There are a number of reasons for this
change which I will set out but perhaps the most
important piece of information for parents and carers
is that there is no intention to reduce learning time
and we will retain our daily five hour long lessons. So
why the suggested change?
As you may know when I first arrived at St. Crispin’s I
made a number of changes to the organisation of our
lunchtimes and introduced Cucina, our quite
excellent caterers.
I am now confident that our students have a
wonderful healthy range of meals and know that this
offer is taken up by nearly all of our young people
daily. Our serving arrangements from two outlets
(the restaurant and Pronto) mean that our lunch
service is complete in under 20 minutes. This means
that there is rather a long a period of time for
students to fill.

The last day of term is Thursday 29th March. Students will finish from 12pm with the school buses
departing at 12.50pm

School news
Headteacher’s letter continued..
I am absolutely confident therefore that a half an
hour lunch period would allow ample time for our
young people to have time to eat and refresh for the
afternoon lessons. As you will be aware half an hour
is the general standard arrangement for most work
places.

the winter period. A finish at 3pm will allow us to
minimise students leaving early from lesson 5 so
that they have enough light to play a full match.
Naturally I have consulted with the Local Authority
and our transport providers and they are able to
accommodate the change.

Car park traffic

Hear your views

Another important
element of why I am
suggesting
this
adaptation of the day
is centred on the
ending of our school
day.
Parents and
carers maybe aware
that our neighbouring school has changed their
main entry point as a sensible measure to keep very
young children and adults away from traffic as they
congregate to “pick up”. This has meant - and is an
arrangement I welcome - that an increased number
of families cut through St. Crispin’s to walk to either
Westende Juniors or Wescott Infant Schools. Since
we all end the school day within 5 minutes the
footfall of over a thousand departing teenagers,
crossing families with buggies and very small
children along with cars picking up from both
schools means that there is a 10 minute period of
intensive movement.
I believe that better spacing of our school’s end
times would offer a safer environment and easier
exit from the site. The Executive Headteacher of
Westende and Wescott schools is much in favour, as
I am, that we look for opportunities to improve
movement at the end of the school day.
You will understand that it makes sense for St.
Crispin’s to end the day first to allow sufficient time
for older brothers and sisters to meet younger
siblings in all local primary schools.
A further advantage of maximising the efficiency of
the school day is to support our sporting fixtures in

As ever I remain very keen to hear your views on this
possible change to the school day and have therefore
set up a bespoke email address for this purpose
schooldayconsultation@crispins.co.uk. To allow time
for all parents/carers to comment, this email address
will be live from Thursday 29th March to Monday 30th
April 2018. I am committed as Headteacher to
reading and replying personally to all comments you
send in. On 1st May I will write once again on this
matter to confirm if there will be any changes in
arrangements for September 2018 and beyond.

Enjoy the break
Finally all that remains is that I wish you all a very
happy Easter. The new term begins on Monday 16th
April at 8.30am.
Ms Rhodes
Headteacher

The last day of term is Thursday 29th March. Students will finish from 12pm with the school buses
departing at 12.50pm

School news
Grease Lightning is underway

Rehearsals for this
year’s
school
production of Grease
are well underway!
Grease,
Summer
Nights and We Go Together are sounding
excellent at such an early stage. Students have
watched Grease Live as a whole company, a really
inspiring evening, full of singing and popcorn! We
are planning a trip to London’s West End to watch
a musical in May, an exciting opportunity to
watch live theatre and a chance for students to be
inspired and support the preparation of their
performance. Tickets for Grease will go on sale
just after the Easter holidays!
Kate West
Nicholas Wolstencroft
Head of Drama
Head of Music

Violin success
One of our Year 9 students
recently achieved Distinction
in her Grade 8 ABRSM violin
exam.
She has won a place in Main
Orchestra of the National
Children’s Orchestras of
Great Britain for the 3rd
consecutive year. She will
this year perform with them at Colston Hall, Bristol;
Bridgewater Hall, Manchester and at London’s Queen
Elizabeth
Hall,
South
Bank
Centre.
Last Autumn, she was also leader of the NCO’s South
East regional orchestra.
Emily has enjoyed performing at many music festivals.
In November she was awarded the Lucero Cup at
Marlow Festival for the most outstanding violin or
viola player under 18.
Last month she also won the recital class at Woodley
Festival of Music and Arts and was given an
‘Outstanding Performance’ award. The adjudicator
praised her ‘exquisite dynamic shaping’ and ‘lovely
tone with such energy and resonance.’
Many congratulations.

Spring has sung
On Thursday 22nd March we held our annual Spring Concert that
included a variety of music, dancing and importantly some
highlights from our summer production, Grease.
The music ranged from musical theatre performances, for
example ‘Electricity’ from Billy Elliot, sung by competition finalist
Freya Griffiths (7JMU) to Mozart’s Requiem from our Chamber
Choir and Orchestra.
There have been a great many collaborations between the
different year groups within this year’s concert, something that
the musicians at St. Crispin’s thoroughly enjoy.
The evening was enjoyed by all, and praised warmly by members
of the audience.
Niall Casserly 13KW
Tickets for the Summer production of Grease will be available
online to buy next term. Look out for the letter/email.

School news
Student Leadership round up
Charity Committee

Welfare Committee

In the charity committee, we have been working
hard to think of ways to raise money to help fund
improvements within the school. A few ideas have
already been put forward and we hope to put them
into action over the course of the next few months.
We thought it could be a twist on mufti day if
students came in wearing sports kits, to raise
money for Sport Relief and to raise money to help
support Meir, a young girl in Kenya, through her
education. We also contributed to the idea of a
dodgeball competition as this could be a fun activity
that students could participate in during lunch time,
helping to raise money for a good cause. We also
planned to go around the school selling sports relief
bands during break time. In December, thanks to
festive spirits, pupils wore their Christmas jumpers
to raise money for Save the Children. In total we
raised £822.11. These are just a few of the charity
projects we have been running to help reach our
goal in the charity committee of raising a certain
amount of money by the end of the year for both
global and school funds.
David Hill 12AME, Senior Prefect

As a committee we have been working on a number
of different projects, the most recent was working
with the Public Health Team from Wokingham
Borough Council on their school nurses
consultation.
As a
committee we met with
two members of the
Public Health Team led by
Mrs Bidwell who was
looking for input from
young people on how they
should run their wider online consultation as well as
our personal views on
school nursing, which we
discovered was very limited. As a result many of our
questions and points raised have been included in
the on-line consultation questionnaire that will be
accessed by all secondary school pupils. The
response from Mrs Bidwell following the meeting
has been positive:
‘’This is a really good example of young people being
engaged in informing how services are delivered to
them and for them. We were hugely impressed by
their commitment, knowledge, engagement and their
openness and honesty.’’ Mrs Bidwell.
Following the meeting we are now more aware of the
role of school nurses and what they can offer to
pupils within the school community. This is
something as a committee that we will communicate
to the pupils of St. Crispin’s.

Whole School Committee
As part of the whole school committee, we and
fellow peers, have been trying to tackle the ongoing
litter and graffiti issue around Wokingham. We have
been working with Mrs Forbes from Wokingham
Town Council to come up with ideas on how to
tackle this problem. We discussed lots of ideas at
our previous council meeting and the next step is to
put these ideas into action. This will offer an
opportunity to take part in town council meetings
and work with pupils from the whole of Wokingham
to get our message across to the young minds of
our community. Two of our pupils, Jed Patterson
(8SBA) and Rhiannon Underwood (11SHA), have
been awarded prizes for their ideas on how to
tackle this issue.
Jamie Bell 8LBE and Alexandra Woolfe 8SBA

School news
108 Sun Salutation Challenge

A group of Year 10 students recently undertook the
‘108 Sun Salutation Challenge’ to raise money for
charity.
The five Year 10 girls, below right, have been
enjoying learning yoga as part of their school wellbeing programme.
When they heard that their teacher, Miss
Handyside, was taking a sabbatical to open a school
for street children in India, they jumped at the
opportunity to help raise funds.
The challenge involved the students completing a
sequence of 12 moves, a traditional ‘sun salutation’
used as a warm up in yoga classes.
It included a vigorous combination of lunges,
forward and back bends. The ‘108’ rounds took the
girls about an hour to complete and was no easy
task.
All the students had been in training and really
enjoyed completing the challenge on Wednesday 7th
February.
The girls fundraising will help provide resources for
‘The Sunshine School’ which is opening this April in

Rishikesh, North India. The school will be providing
an education for the many street children who rely
on begging as a source of income for their families.
Drama and English teacher Miss Handyside said:
“I am overjoyed at the support of the school
community with students’ kindness, hard work and
support for children abroad exemplifying the St.
Crispin’s ethos of ‘Excellence for all’.
Headteacher Ginny Rhodes said:
“Students at St. Crispin’s understand that they are
blessed with a great deal and are naturally generous
and kind at giving back. I am so proud of them and
their teacher in supporting the work for The Sunshine
School.”
For more information on the charity and to make a
donation, please visit
www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/

Raising money for Sport Relief and Meir
On Friday 23rd March students were able to
come to school dressed in non uniform, wearing a
sports top of their choice, in return for a donation
of £1. The money raised will be donated to Sport
Relief and orphan Meir in Kenya, whom St. Crispin’s sponsor
to help fund her education. The photos to the left have been
sent by Pastor Robert in Kenya and he says that Meir is
incredibly grateful for our support.

School news
STEM update
In November 2017, Berkshire
College of Agriculture (BCA)
hosted an incredible STEM
(Science,
Technology,
Engineering
and
Mathematics)
event
in
partnership with Adviza
Careers and their WOOP (Worlds of Opportunity)
campaign, part-funded by the European Social
Fund.
The event saw students from Sir William Ramsay,
St. Crispin’s, Reading Girls’ and St. Bernard’s
Catholic Grammar schools, amongst other schools,
bussed into the College to attend seminars, ‘have-a
-go’ sessions and presentations by organisations
such as Medical Mavericks, Adviza and

GlaxoSmithKline, all highlighting
the fantastic career opportunities
and pathways for young people
into STEM industries.
Mr Hatton and Mrs Winmill, both
staff at St. Crispin’s School
explained that the 15 Year 12
students they had brought along for the day had
“really had their eyes opened to exactly what is
available to them after school”. Mr Hatton
continued “It’s been an extremely valuable and
worthwhile experience, not only for the students
but also for us as staff – we had no idea that a
degree could be achieved through a Higher
Apprenticeship
until
attending
Adviza’s
presentation today!”.

Robotics trip to Bristol

On 20th February 2018 the Robotics club took part
in the Lego Mindstorm competition at Airbus Filton
Bristol.
Airbus Filton production site is responsible for wing
assembly and equipping the A400M multi-role
airlifter. Core activities at Filton include the design,
engineering and support for Airbus wings, fuel
systems and landing gear integration. Teams also
work on systems, structures and aerodynamics
research, development and test facilities. During
the day students will have the opportunity to meet
some of the engineers and scientists working at
Airbus Filton.
Airbus Filton
also hosted
the regional
finals of the
Lego
Mindstorm
competition.

The competition was based
around the RAF and
students
had
to
programme robots to
complete a range of
challenging
activities.
Students also had to take
part in a problem solving
activity
and
do
a
presentation on their
robotic design.
During our visit students had the opportunity to
meet scientists and engineers from Airbus with jobs
that included the design, engineering and support
for Airbus wings, fuel systems and landing gear
integration. An amazing day was had by all.
Mrs Beglin, Teacher of Technology
Elsewhere this term, Mrs
Beglin delivered an inset
on
using
the
BBC
micro:bit to Year 6
students at St Teresa's
Primary School.

School news
Cucina Food Group
Dear readers,
I would like to inform you of the new Cucina
foodie group at St. Crispin’s School. I am
doing this as a part of a small group of
students to develop the choice of food we
have at Cucina.
In our first meeting we discussed what we
can do to improve the performance of our
restaurants;
improve
the
dietary
requirements and give all the pupils a choice
in what food they have at our restaurant.
As our restaurant is already so good it is hard
to know how to improve it for our fellow
students.
We can do this by talking to our form groups
about what food we want and we can talk to
the Cucina staff or head chef and they will
take it on board to put into our restaurant.
We can also try out the food we
recommended to the chef.
I think this is a good idea because the
students at the school have some dietary
requirements such as: gluten free or
allergies. This can be improved on as they
don’t have a wide range of food that the
other students do have.
Overall, I am proud to be part of the St.
Crispin’s foodie group.
Lottie Mee 8NB

The Big Bang Fair

Year 13 BTEC Engineers
had an amazing time at
the Big Bang Science fair
at the NEC in Birmingham.
The show involved over
150 leading scientists, engineers and technologists from
global, regional and start-up companies who brought
their leading edge technology to show young people
how they can be part of this world. From robotics to
broadcast technology, precision engineering to world
class scientific research, the 2018 event showcased the
range of opportunities in a fast changing STEM career
landscape. The show engaged and inspired our students
through interactive and engaging activities, workshops
and shows. Mrs Beglin, Teacher of Technology

Year 7 news
Cheddar Gorge

On 28th February, Year 7 were given the chance to
go to Cheddar Gorge. It was a long journey (2 hours
in fact), but when we got there, everyone was
amazed to see the view and rock formations. When
we got out of the coach, we took a stroll down
through the village to get to Gough’s Cave. When
we reached it, it was very dark but a magnificent
experience. Our tour guide was called Flo, and she
did a great job taking us around the cave and
teaching us all about the history and how Gough
discovered it.
When we finished our tour, we took a walk through
the village to assess the buildings and count the
litter bins and pedestrians. Unfortunately, we had to
leave early, due to the weather. As our trip came to
a close, we were allowed to spend some of our
money in the shops. This trip was amazing. I do
recommend this trip to the Year 7s in the future.
Freya Wise and Talah Hussain 7AWS

human geography. We took some surveys and
counted how many people were visiting along with
bins and litter. The trip was really good and I really
enjoyed it. Joe and Daniel 7ESO
Thank you to all the teachers for giving us a chance to
go to Cheddar and look at the caves. I was so excited
and mind blown that it was exactly the right
temperature to store cheese.
We witnessed the 3D animations on the history of
people and we looked at them close up in the
museum. The whole trip was amazing and I would
love to go again. Thank you to the teachers for an
awesome day. Tom Sims 7ESO

I liked the trip a lot because we got to see how our
ancestors lived back in the Stone Age and we got to
see lots of stalactites and stalagmites.
We also saw some actual cheese being stored in the
caves while we were exploring. Ben Pratt 7ESO

On 28th February, Year 7 travelled to Cheddar Gorge
for Trips Day. It was a very long drive to get there. I
never knew the M4 was so long. When we eventually
got there I was so excited.
First our group went to the mini cinema where we
We visited Cheddar Gorge to study physical and learnt many things about the caves and the
landscape. Next we went into Gough’s Cave where
we saw a lot of stalactites and stalagmites. The cave
inside was amazing. Afterwards we went to the
museum where we saw lots of cool things like the
skeleton. At the end of a great day we headed back
to the coach. Shannon Chubb 7ESO
At Cheddar Gorge we learnt plenty about the caves
and all of the features. It was extremely fun to see
how the natural features formed.
Josephine Browning 7ESO

Year 7 news
Cheddar Gorge continued
stalactites and the tour guide explained how they
were formed due to water dripping from the ceiling
to the floor and evaporating leaving the solids that
were dissolved behind.
After we had visited the cave we had a quick look
around the town to complete some surveys. It was a
shame we couldn’t have stayed longer but we had to
get back safely before the snow.
Charlotte and Holly 7ESO

All Year 7 students went on a trip to Cheddar Gorge
on 28th February 2018. We visited Gough’s Cave,
went to the mini museum and watched a short clip
on the history of Cheddar Gorge. We all witnessed
rocks and physical geography which will help us
with our Cheddar Gorge project.
Year 7 student Shannon said “I really enjoyed the
trip. My favourite part was when I entered the cave
and saw all of the erosion caused by the water over
many years since it was formed.”
Year 7 student Leah said “I mostly enjoyed the
museum and exploring and discovering the history
of the Gorge.”
Layla Holms 7ESO
Once we arrived at Cheddar Gorge we got into
groups and watched a video which showed us the
history of the gorge. After that, we entered one of
the caves which was my favourite part of the trip. I
loved seeing the cheddar cheese and I have always
loved cheese. After we had finished looking around
the caves and finished our survey it was time to go
home. James Berry 7ESO

My favourite part of the trip was when we went into
the caves and listened to facts about how the
limestone columns formed. Our tour guide also
showed us what the underground rivers looked like.
It was a really good day.
Jelisa Bennett 7ESO

Prime Minister comes to town
One of Year 7 students
met
Prime
Minister,
Theresa May, when she
was visiting Wokingham
earlier this month.
When asked, the student
was happy to reply that
he was very much
enjoying school.

Self Esteem Focus Day

On Thursday 25th January, Year 7 had a Focus Day on
self-esteem. The lessons were taught by tutors, a
Fascinating: To see the rocks and how much the
local charity and theatre group. During the day,
stalagmites and stalactites have formed over the students looked at: how to deal with loss and
years.
disappointment, how to boost their self-esteem and
Inspirational: Some men spent many decades in the think positively and in addition to an anti-bullying
caves expanding them.
session.
Popular: Lots of tourists visit from far way to see It was great to learn about how to be confident with
the caves.
yourself as I am interested in the future in having a
Toby and Daniel 7ESO
job where confidence is very important. Everyone
was very helpful and I have a lot to take away from
During our trip to Cheddar Gorge we experienced a that day.
tour of Gough’s Cave. We saw many stalagmites and Josephine Browning 7ESO

Year 8 news
3M Female Careers Evening
One evening in March, 3M hosted a careers open
evening for 150 female Year 7/8 students and their
parents at its head office in Bracknell, Berkshire.
This gave the girls the chance to visit the Customer
Innovation Centre and see a wide range of 3M
products in action and enjoy a tour of 3M’s
laboratories where state-of-the art equipment is used
to create some of these innovations.
One of the guest speakers at the event was Niri
Arambepola, an engineer from WSP/Parsons
Brinckerhoff and a 2017 WeAreTheCity Rising Star
winner in the Science and Engineering category. The
event also featured a careers networking session,
where a team of female employees were available to
talk to the girls about STEM career options.
3M technical manager, Sarah Chapman, said that she
was confident that girls can plug the gap in the STEM
skills shortage. She added: "Our event has been a
chance for the students to meet lots of female
scientist role models, who were not all in white lab
coats. Mrs Beglin, Teacher of Technology

Above: A Year 7 student and guest speaker, Dr
Suzanne Shea

Careers Day
On 28th February
we had a careers
day in school. It
was
very
enjoyable
and
we covered a lot
of
different
topics.
In particular I
found
Mrs
Fosker’s
class
very useful. As
part of the class we had to fill in job applications
and interview our partners. It was very funny to
watch people performing. Mrs Barnby’s class was
also very good and informative.
After Careers Day I have a good idea of what I
want to be when I am older and I think I will now
find it easier picking my option subjects for GCSE.
Overall it was a really great day and I found it very
useful.
Keira Randall 8SBA
On Careers Day we learnt all about the job
possibilities in the first two sessions. Then in the
third session we went into pairs doing interviews
with one of being the interviewer and the other
one being the interviewee. We ended the day with
everyone in the hall doing a big quiz which Ryan
Osbourn’s team won. It was a great day and
everyone enjoyed it.
Barney Holmes 8SBA

Year 9 news
Bovington Tank Museum
On Wednesday 28th
February Year 9 went
to the Bovington Tank
Museum. It took 2
hours 30 minutes to
get there. For the first
15 minutes we went to
the gift shop. We then
went round in groups
of 5 to the exhibition
and got to plan tactics
for invasion using
plastic soldiers and
tanks and look at WW2
tanks. We found out that the first ever tank was
called “Little Willie”. Then we went on a tour around
replica trenches which were dark and muddy, and I
got to dress in army uniform from WW1 and
became Eric the solider, because no girls were
allowed in the trenches in the WW1. Then we went
into a real WW1 tank and learnt how it functions,
how it protected you and that it took 4 people to
steer and control it, and then even more soldiers to
fire the weapons. Then after lunch, we learnt about
how the uniforms of soldiers have changed over

time, from WW1 to the recent Afghanistan war. The
colours of the uniforms changed to reflect the
change in surrounding, and the protection evolved
from gas masks in the Cold War, to body armour
over legs to protect from IEDs in the Afghanistan
war.
Erika Dighton 9LSI

Mock Trial
On Saturday 10th March a group of Year 9 pupils
took part in the National Mock Trial competition
Berkshire heat.
Pupils did fantastically and showed themselves to
have a good grasp on our legal system. Parents and
students all really enjoyed the day.
St. Crispin’s were placed third in the competition
narrowly missing out on a chance to go onto the
national competition.
Well done to everyone involved.
Mrs Harvey, Teacher of English

Year 10 news
Chelsea’s Choice
On
Monday
26th
February, a group from
Alter
Ego
Creative
Solutions put on a
performance in front of
our Year 9s and 10s to
raise awareness about
sexual harassment and
online messaging. The
performance was called
‘Chelsea’s Choice’ and
was about a girl who was
unaware of the dangers and
implications of talking to
strangers online. We followed
her story, where she spoke to
people she didn’t know online,
whilst missing signs of an
unequal
and
deceiving
relationship and ending up in an
extremely compromising and
dangerous situation.
The group made us understand
and appreciate that people can
have different expectations of
relationships, and how we can
identify healthy ones. This
gripping performance was an excellent way to teach
us, as everybody was enthralled throughout and it
was the topic of everyone’s conversation for the
rest of the day.
This has impacted students in a way that in the
future, they would hopefully stop and think before
making the same mistakes that Chelsea made in this
performance.
We would like to say a huge thank you to the Alter
Ego group for such a fascinating and educational
workshop.
Megan Smith 10IN
We had a performance in the hall about child
exploitation which was really good. I enjoyed
watching about how dangerous some things really
are. Chelsea went through lots of bad things and she
was forced into doing things she didn’t want to do.
Gary was manipulating her and pressurising her to do

these things, if she didn’t
do what she was told he
would pull her hair and
beat her up and hurt her.
Then she did what he told
her to and then he said
that she was in trouble for
something he said she’d
forced him into doing.
Lilly McDermid 10NLI

I think Chelsea’s Choice was an
effective way to cover the subject of
exploitation as it was easy to
understand
while
still
being
informative. I felt that it was good at
covering a
range of points
surrounding the topic from how you
may not realise that you are being
manipulated. The actors were good at
presenting the play in a suitable way
for it to be taken seriously but not
come across as scary.
Lauren Upex 10NLI
This play was about a girl that was
exploited by an older man and
manipulated her to do things that she didn’t want to
do. The actors wanted us to know about what can
happen to someone and how to be aware of it.
The actors encouraged us to think by asking us
questions and discussing what happened in the play
with us.
Beth Fowler 10NLI

Chelsea’s Choice showed the dangers of sexual
harassment towards young people. It taught us to be
careful with who we speak to and that we should
look after our friends.
The actors engaged the audience by making some
scenes comedic. This got the audiences’ attention for
when they did more intense scenes. The audience
were really paying attention and really thought about
it.
Lana Elwood 10NLI

Year 10 news
Aaron Phipps, Paralympian

Above: Aaron Phipps with Mr Blyth and Cat Allen, Cluster
Co-ordinator

On Monday 26th February, Aaron Phipps came
to our school. He told us about how when he was
15, he contracted meningitis, which caused him to
fall into a coma. When he awoke, he was told that
because of his meningitis both his legs and the
tips of his fingers had to be amputated because
they were infected.
Once they were amputated, he had to learn how to
re-walk again. It took a whole year before he was
released from the hospital.
Aaron then told us about some of his amazing
experiences, which inspired many of us. But before
he did, he played a little game with us. He bounced
a tennis ball and whenever it bounced, we had to
clap. It sounds easy but once you play, you realise
how hard it actually is. He kept tricking us by
pretending to drop the ball. If we got out, we had
to sit down. the finalists had to come out to the
front to make sure no one was cheating. I ended up
winning, which was pretty cool, so he gave me
the tennis ball.
He then proceeded to tell us about a few of his
experiences. The first was when his friend asked
him to take part in a marathon. He replied with
“yeah alright“. For that, he had to use his creative
mind and help from his dad to fix up a second hand
wheelchair suitable for racing. Although he ended
up coming last in the marathon, he raised plenty of
money for a meningitis charity.
The second one was about another marathon. This

one was the London marathon which was 42km.
With this marathon, the wheelchair had a
malfunction and ended up partly breaking, causing
Aaron to strain his back. However he still continued
and finished the race!
The last thing he talked to us about was when he
crawled up Mount Kilimanjaro. He was asked to go
and he replied “yeah alright.” He started climbing
up with his wheelchair but it took way too long.
Everyone else in his group couldn’t take his slow
pace. One of the instructors asked if he could get
some help, but he insisted on doing it by himself. It
took ages but he got there, all the way to the top,
by crawling on his knees!
One of the many messages of his presentations was
to say “yeah, alright” to more things and live life to
the fullest. It was a good presentation and it was
really cool to see him walking with his prosthetic
limbs.
Mo Abiodun 10NLI
Aaron is a Paralympian who had had a very tough life
after having his legs and fingers amputated after
contracting meningitis. He climbed Mount
Kilimanjaro which is the highest mountain in Africa
and it took him quite a few days but it is something
that he wanted to do for charity.
He plays wheelchair rugby and he said that he loved
knocking people out of their chairs. He message was
to go above your comfort zone and don’t let any bad
things stop you doing new things that you might
want to try out.
Lilly McDermid 10NLI

Year 10 news
Aaron Phipps, Paralympian continued
Aaron spoke to us about taking opportunities and
not letting certain situations hold you back, using
his example of being an amputee but still
completing the London Marathon, going to the
Olympics and climbing Mount Kilimanjaro. This was
valuable as it gives a real life example for how
persistence and resilience can have a bigger effect
in the long run compare to that which many expect
immediately. Lauren Upex 10NLI

Aaron Phipps told us about how he became
disabled, how he got into the Paralympics and
about his experience of climbing Mount
Kilimanjaro. His message was to do things even if
you are not sure about them. Just push yourself to
do things like he did. It was a good experience
because he has a unique and inspiring story.
Beth Fowler 10NLI

Aaron Phipps told us his life story. He taught us
that you shouldn’t give up even if there are a lot of
obstacles. It was a valuable experience because it
was inspiring and will have taught people to
believe in themselves.
Lana Elwood 10NLI
Aaron spoke about his life and told us about when he
got meningitis and had to have his legs amputated.
He entered races and then marathons until he was
asked to play wheelchair rugby.
This is what he did in the Paralympics and then he
climbed Mount Kilimanjaro. The message he gave is
that your goals can change but it doesn’t matter as
long as you want to achieve them and don’t
compromise on what you want to achieve.
Charlotte Addy 10NLI

Guide Dog Foundation visit
On 21st March, the Year 10 BTEC
Animal Care group were lucky
enough to be visited by Remy the
trainee guidedog, from the
National Guide dog Foundation.
It’s trainer explained to students
that Remy was 9 months old and
she was currently staying with a
family who would introduce her
to new experiences and socialise
with her until she was ready to go
to training school at 14 months
old.
Working dogs need to get used to
lots of different experiences and
sounds when they are young so
they don’t get frightened when
they hear something unusual when working in later
life. Training puppies are taken into schools, on
buses, into cities and walked in parks so they can
become accustomed to busy every day life.
After 9 months at training school, the dog would be
fully trained and ready to be paired with an owner.
Not only fully blind people are provided with dogs

as many visually impaired people can live a more
fulfilled life with a dog helping them.
Each puppy costs approximately £5,000 to train
and from work to retirement will cost up to
£60,000. These costs, which include vets bills and
food for the dogs are paid for by the Guide dog
Foundation which itself is funded by donations.
The students asked lots of interesting questions
about the dogs at the end of the talk and were
then allowed to stroke Remy, but only after she
had done her favourite stretch! (see above right).

Year 11 news
Prom Fayre
The St Crispin’s School PTA organised a Prom Fayre
in January in order to show students and parents a
variety of options that are available for proms in
the local area. They were really keen to highlight
that proms do not have to cost the earth and that
‘pre loved’ dresses and suits could be an affordable
option for reducing the cost of the prom.
On the night there were lots of ‘pre-loved’ and new
dresses and suits available to try on and buy. In
addition there were photographers, makeup artists,
hair technicians from local salons and beauticians
all offering on the night demonstrations and special
offers.
Lots of dresses were tried on and hair and makeup
demos were done.
The students were really receptive to the idea and
many ‘pre-loved’ and new dresses were purchased

on the night. It was really well attended by not just
our school but lots of others as well. We had
students from Emmbrook, Holt, Maiden Erlegh and
Bulmershe. Mrs Pedder, Head of Girls’ PE

GCSE Historians tour the streets of Whitechapel
On this trip we were able to walk through the
streets of Whitechapel, along with our guide, and
have the horrors and the stories of intrigue told to
us as we turned each corner. Though the streets
may look different from when it was back then, the
descriptions of the areas from when the Ripper
murders took place was almost enough to actually
take us back there.
With a very charismatic guide, and a long list of
interesting accounts, we were able to immerse
ourselves into the terror of a member of the
public who feared the killer's next move.
It was a fun and unforgettable experience, and
although everyone got a snotty nose because of the
good ol' London air, it was worth every shilling to go
there.
Aidan Hendry 11EJA
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The Head Team Times
that.
To be someone who
younger students look up
to is special to me and
having a platform to give
my opinion and the opinion
of those I care about is a
privilege that I’m thankful
for, but without doubt the
best part of being in a team
like this is the team itself.
I’ve had the absolute
pleasure
of
working,
learning
and
growing
alongside some of the
kindest and most dedicated
people I’ve ever met, and
to associate with them is
what I am most proud of at
the end of a fascinating and

Head Girl
As our responsibilities and
duties as Head Team come to
an end, it has given me the
chance to reflect back on the
past year, which has honestly
flown by! Being a part of the
Head Team has been such an
amazing opportunity and has
allowed me to work with
many of the younger years,
including school council and
also a variety of staff. I also
feel very privileged to have
worked with the rest of the
Head Team at various events
such as: the opening of the
Sixth Form Block, Open
Evenings, interviews with
Wokingham Borough Council and hosting
assemblies. I feel that together we have
accomplished quite a lot over the past year and I
feel extremely proud to be able to say that. I would
also like to send my congratulations to the next
Head Team who I have no doubt will do an
excellent job – good luck and make the most of the
exciting year ahead!

Head Boy
For the last year I’ve been reminding myself how
fast time passes and in particular how my time as a
member of the head team will go by. However, I
never really let that sink in until I found myself at
the end of my duties, wondering where all the time
went. There isn’t a doubt in my mind that the
decision to put myself forward to represent my
school was the best I ever made since I set foot on
its grounds and I don’t regret a second of my
experience, not even the mistakes that I’ve learnt
so much from.
It has been an inconceivably challenging
responsibility on many occasions, as being the
voice of such a community can and will put you at
the front of the charge for change. The movement
of my year into our new building was probably the
most challenging task but feeling the atmosphere
in the new home of the Sixth Form now is often the
best part of my days in school, and I take pride in

unforgettable experience.

Deputy Head Boy
Over the past year, it has been an absolute pleasure
to be on the Head Team alongside Toby, Amy and
Becca, and although it is a very sad time for us to be
handing over the role to a fantastic new head team, it
is so nice to be able to reflect on what we have
achieved as a four over the past year. It has been a
privilege to work with the school council. As leader of
the welfare committee it has been absolutely amazing
to see so many projects come to life. Some highlights
for me have been working on open evenings, the
opening of the sixth form block, but most of all being
able to represent St. Crispin’s with three other
inspiring people that I have learnt so much from.
There have undoubtedly been challenges and harder
times of the role, but with our dedication and
leadership skills we were able to work together to
find solutions.
It has been an unforgettable experience and for those
students lower down the school who may be reading
this, take the opportunity when you get there. We are
only at secondary school and Sixth Form once. I’d also
like to take this opportunity to congratulate Max
Watson, Joe Whittaker, Mia Noone and Megan
Adams on successfully becoming members of the new
Head Team.

The Head Team Times
Deputy Head Boy continued
As we say our goodbyes, I have no doubt that they
will continue representing St. Crispin’s to the
highest of standards. Good luck! The only thing left
to say is a heartfelt goodbye and thank you to all
who have supported me through my Sixth Form
journey.

and tasks to face; all of which we've tackled with
great determination and perseverance. It's been an
absolute pleasure to be Deputy Head Girl at St.
Crispin’s.
I've loved running the charity committee in
particular, as I've helped to run events to raise
money for important causes as well as working
alongside students from younger years.
The rest of the team have been so inspiring and I
will miss working alongside them!

Deputy Head Girl
I cannot believe that my time on the Head Team is
coming to an end. It's been the most incredible
experience and one I have learnt so much from. I
feel that I have developed as an individual in terms
of my confidence and dealing with responsibility
and this is something that will benefit me in the
future ahead.
I feel that as a team, we have had many challenges

The Hustings
On Tuesday 6th March, 12
prospective Head Team members
stepped forwards to deliver a
speech that highlighted what they
believe is the importance of the
Head Team and why they would be
an
effective
member.
The
speeches, lasting two minutes
each, were extremely captivating
and, having stood before almost
the entirety of Year 12, the current
head team, SLT, Mrs Collett, Mr
Yeatman and Ms Rhodes, they
should all be extremely proud of
what they have achieved. The vast
majority of Year 12 having
attended the Hustings shows the
true sense of community and
support within St. Crispin’s Sixth
Form and I think that each
candidate thoroughly felt this
throughout their speeches.
Sophie Neale 12KPR
See the newly elected Head Team’s speeches on the
next page

The Head Team Times
Good afternoon everyone. Our Head Team’s job is to
represent the whole school and have an active
passion to improve our school together. This should
also be partnered with a very open and approachable
team of mature individuals who are empathetic to all
situations.
St. Crispin’s isn’t just a 9 till 3 school. We are about
more than just the 5 periods of lessons we all sit day
in day out. There are an array of people within our
school and together it is in all our best interests to
continually strive to improve our school so that St.
Crispin’s is the best that it can be.
The Head team play a major role in the constant
improvement of our school as, after all, they act as
the voice of over 1000 students and that is why your
vote is important. I am always willing to listen to
everyone’s opinions and convey them with both
strength and clarity in order to make sure they are
heard and improvements are made where they can
be.
I have demonstrated these characteristics recently.
There was a concern voiced within our team for
Kenya in terms of fitness as we are climbing Mount

Head Girl
Hi I’m talking
to
you
today because I would love to be part
of your Head Team. The role of Head
Girl is essential to supporting the rest
of the Head Team in building a bridge
between the students and the staff.
I believe that I would be a good Head
Girl as I think that I am open-minded
and friendly which really would help me, as you have
to be able to have a good chat with anyone from the
new students in Year 7 to Ms Rhodes. I think that I
work well in a team which would help in the Head
Team dynamic, but I also believe that I won’t shy away
from responsibilities that need me to be strong
independently.
I think I could carry out my duties well, I’ve already had
a little bit of a taster of some of the things the Head
Team has to do, such as when I read a speech to a hall
full of parents just as a small Year 7 and I’ve also helped
out during pretty much every opening evening as far as I
remember. I’ve been involved in some more current
changes attending meetings with the Sixth Form staff to
discuss matters such as our new uniform policies. I’ve
also been involved in the student council a few times,

Head Boy
Kenya, therefore I
arranged for us all to take part in
the Windsor and Eton 10k as a
bench mark for group fitness.
I am a very approachable figure for
anyone in the school no matter
what year they are in. This is
demonstrated in my work with
lower school in mentoring two
Year 8 students once a week currently alongside
carrying out previous duties of student council,
prefect and senior prefect.
The Head Team wasn’t something I thought I would
ever comprehend. However, as I progressed through
school it started to creep into the back of my mind. I
am passionate about ensuring everyone in this school
enjoys their time here as much as I have mine and all
of this is what I believe makes up a successful Head
Team. This is something I’d thoroughly love to be a
part of. Thank you for listening.
helping out in the charity committee, which I would love
to be a part of again.
Being in the Head Team would be an amazing
opportunity for me as I’d love to say thank you to the
school. I know every year we hear the same thing, but
St. Crispin’s really has helped develop me as a person
from coming to this school on my own in Year 7, to
being where I am now.
Being part of the Head Team most importantly means
that you are the voice for everyone in the school, and I
like to think that I could be a strong voice for you, and
would strive to help reach goals for both the school and
its students to the best of my ability. After all, St.
Crispin’s vision is “Excellence for all” and I think that by
working together, we can all achieve our own excellence
in our lives in school and outside.
So why give me your vote? Essentially, including all I’ve
discussed before, I would love to be part of your Head
Team and I really hope that I’ve convinced you to vote
for me. I’d like to finish with a little cheesy quote as it
wouldn’t be a hustings speech without one, so as JK
Rowling once said, “we don’t need magic to change the
world, we carry all the power we need ourselves” and
I’d hope that if I was in your Head Team and if we all
worked together we’d have the power to make positive
changes at St. Crispin’s. Thank you!

The Head Team Times continued
gymnastics. I believe this experience helps me to be
another familiar face around the school.
I’m looking forward to working closely with the student
council. One committee I’m particularly interested in
Hello, I would be honoured to be part of leading is the charity committee. I’m an organised
your next Head Team.
individual with good initiative skills. I have
I had many misconceptions about starting demonstrated these skills as well as good time keeping
secondary school, however I quickly by doing EPQ alongside my A levels.
realised Year 7 wasn’t as scary as I Confidence is one of my personal aims that I wish to
perceived it to be. This is because the develop, and I believe the Head Team can help me
teachers are always so encouraging and improve this skill because of the public speaking
supportive, making St. Crispin’s an easy opportunities that comes with the role.
platform for learning and achieving.
Dedication and enthusiasm are the two main aspects
A significant purpose as part of the Head Team is to that I will bring to the role. I have three aims that I
represent St. Crispin’s in a variety of leadership roles would like to achieve if I was part of the Head Team.
such as open evenings. In summer I took part in the Firstly, I would support the school and help to lead
NCS. It was a great opportunity where I grew in extracurricular activities.
confidence as well as improved on my public speaking Secondly, I would be a voice for my peers and act as a
skills. I believe these skills I developed are important to pathway between students and higher school
help me become a confident and effective member of authorities to ensure the school’s full potential is
the Head Team.
achieved.
Another responsibility of the Head Team is to act as a Lastly, I would be an extra friendly face around the
role model for younger years. My experience as both a school, whom younger years can approach if they have
Year 11 and senior prefect, allow me to be someone any problems.
that younger years can aspire to be like as well as If I was part of the Head Team the most important
being able to help maintain the friendly environment achievement for me would be to give back to the
St Crispin’s has by reinforcing the school roles.
school, because of all the opportunities that it has
I have been coaching gymnastics for the past 3 years. provided me with over the years. I hope to get a
This experience has taught me how to be position in the Head Team to become a more significant
compassionate, understanding and empathetic. The figure in the school community to help make a
skills that I’ve acquired allows me to be more difference.
approachable to the younger years.
I hope you’ll consider me. Thank you for listening and
I have been lucky enough to get to know a lot of good luck to all the other candidates who’ve applied for
younger students through taking part in a variety of the role.
sports clubs as well as coaching many of them

Deputy Head Girl

Hello, as you’ve probably guessed by now, I’m here to
talk you about why I would be a good choice for your
Head Team. Above all else I believe that the most
valuable thing a member of the Head Team can do is to
inspire excellence in all those around them. This is, in
my opinion, the most important aspect of our Head
Team here at St. Crispin’s and is what I would strive to
achieve if I was given the opportunity. I’d try and
accomplish this through a hardworking, can do attitude
for I believe that everyone here in this room, better
yet, this school has the potential to achieve something
truly special with their time spent here at St. Crispin’s.
So, what do I think I would be able to bring to the role?
Well, as I’ve just mentioned, I believe myself to be a
hardworking, positive person. I also believe that I
would be able to fulfil the role of a conduit between

Deputy Head Boy
the
students
and
the
staff extremely well. I’m a very open and
approachable person who believes that
any idea is an idea worth sharing. And I
would take it upon myself to share
these ideas with those who need to hear
them most, such as Ms Rhodes and the
SLT. I also have experience as both a
leader and playing a role in a team. Having played and
helped coach basketball here at St. Crispin’s for the
last 4 years.

The Head Team Times continued
believe that it is the Head Team’s role to inspire
others to be so kind and supportive. In fact, I
believe that it is the Head Team’s role to help
achieve ‘Excellence for all’. This is what I would
This has taught
me
many
different love to do as a part of your Head Team.
lessons over the years, however, what I believe it
has instilled in me most is to try and adapt and
The Head Team of 2018-19
overcome any obstacle and to try and help those
around me do the same.
However, I’m not standing here purely because I
think I’d make an amazing member of the Head
Team. My main motivation for wanting to join the
Head Team is simply to give back. To give back to a
school that has given me so much. As some of you
may know I missed Year 10, all of it, which at the
time seemed a very big obstacle to overcome.
But, because of the schools’ constant support and
most importantly, the trust bestowed in me, I was
able to return without a hitch and was instantly
surrounded by some of the kindest, most supportive
people I have ever met. This just goes to show the
kind of people that this school helps to create. I

Deputy Head Boy continued

Year 12 Ace Your Exams Day
This year’s focus day was an
incredibly useful experience.
We talked about universities,
studying and apprenticeships
which
all
helped
our
understanding of what is to
come and how to succeed. In
the morning we worked with
Elevate Education and in the
afternoon a representative
from the UniFrog company.
The morning presentations
focused on useful points such
as
memory
recall
and
memorisation, with a variety of
different techniques to suit
everyone’s
strengths
and
learning style. Along with this
we were given a number of
other
interesting
revision
techniques. The presentation
was not boring but engaging
and interesting, having a

number of amusing little activities
in between that kept us
entertained whilst still teaching us
these useful methods.
In the afternoon we were
introduced to Unifrog, a tool that
supplies us with a wide range of
filters to search a variety of
universities and apprenticeships
alike which fit our needs and
ambitions. It allows us to consider
universities that we hadn’t even
heard of but may actually be more
relevant to us than we had
originally believed.
Overall the day was a great
experience that set us up with
useful information to succeed in
the future, whether that be
through further education or
apprenticeships.
Oakley Mayhead 12JBA, James
McBride 12LD/PRA

Sixth Form news
Year 13 Biology trip to London Zoo
The trip was fantastic
and the pupils even
more so.
The first
speaker
was
particularly
brilliant
and even I (with
limited understanding
of
Biology)
could
understand (and retain
most of) what she
taught us (including
relaying some of that information to my rather less
excited colleagues in the Oaks).
I also learnt, that:
* There IS always that one pupil! On this occasion,
they needed to test whether it was possible to demagnetise a railcard
* It IS most definitely possible to de-magnetise your
railcard (by means unknown to me even now) and
become stuck at every single ticket gate for the
entire day
* You should always keep your camera ready (even
in the underground)
to catch the amusing
sight of Mr Hatton
and
the
above
unnamed
pupil,
attempting to get
through a ticket gate
at the same time –
sadly the moment
was not captured
* It is impossible not to laugh when a squirrel
monkey jumps onto a young child’s head and hangs
on for dear life (rooting around for insects maybe)?
* It is impossible to track one squirrel monkey for
any length of time for recording observations
* Even in Year 13, you never lose your inner child…
proof when two of the lads wore lion tails all the
way home.
Year 13 Biology students are in fact a pretty amazing
bunch. Mrs Chandler HLTA, The Oaks
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On 2nd March the A level Biology students took a
trip to London Zoo. While we were there we got to
look round all the animal enclosures including the
lions, tigers and gorillas. The animals enclosures
included interesting information about the species
including their names where they originated from
and why they were endangered and needed to be
kept in captivity.
Whilst there we attended a talk on genetic diversity
which related directly to our course . The woman
who gave the talk was
engaging and gave us
many real life examples
which were interesting
and relevant.
In the talk we talked
about conservation and
inbreeding depression
using real life examples
such as cheetahs and
different species of
snails. The next activity
we did at the zoo was a
behaviour study; we
watched the squirrel monkeys and recorded their
behaviour systematically in order to make
conclusions about how they spend their time.
Overall the trip was both fun and educational and I
really enjoyed the day.
Bethan Hankin 13WP
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Sixth Form news
Year 12 Barcelona Trip
This year’s A Level Geography trip took place in
bright and brilliant Barcelona, however, much to
the dismay of many of the students, this trip
happened to land on the few days in which we
were finally blessed with a fluffy blanket of snow
back home in England.
After nearly a 2-hour flight, we were greeted at the
other side by Dutch, our tour guide. We proceeded
swiftly onto the coach, driving down the strikingly
straight streets of Barcelona city centre until we
made our stop; everyone had a good wander
around the area, coincidently enough, the
McDonaldisation effect - which we had not so long
ago learnt in our lessons – found its way into our
reality as the majority of the students filled up the
nearest restaurant, talk about experiencing the
culture! Once we had waited patiently in the rain
for a good 15
minutes we were
finally allowed to
enter the main
attraction of day
one: the Sagrada
Familia,
which
translates
into
‘The Cathedral of
The Holy Family'.
The sight of its
sheer grandiose
size
and
piercinglycolourful stained
glass
windows
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was enough to take everyone’s breath completely
away. Later on, we were driven up to a viewpoint
at which the class got an amazing glimpse of the
whole city in one go, this was followed up by a brief
look at the impressive 1992 Olympic Stadium which
had triggered the entire rebranding of the city a
few decades ago, making it the place it is today.
We arrived at Hotel Subur in Sitges soon after and
we met our new instructors for the next few days:
Derek, Julie and Sandra. They were extremely
helpful the whole time and seemed super
enthusiastic about geography. The classroom
session finished and after dinner the day came to
an end, bring on day two!
Day two consisted of solely physical geography, we
walked along a roughly 3km stretch of beautiful
sandy (and occasionally shingle-y) beaches,
collecting data for our pilot studies. This consisted
of splitting up into groups and using a ranging pole,
clinometer, tape measure and measuring stick to
record beach height, gradient and length.
Unfortunately, our group would never meet our
beloved ranging pole again as it got eagerly gulped
up by the ocean waves… sorry, team! Just when we
thought we were coming to the end of the stretch
of coastline, we were told we couldn’t jump over
the stream blocking our path and thus a thirtyminute detour entailed but I think we could all
agree it was worth it in the end. At our last
destination we found ourselves at a shutdown
nightclub and a derelict area of land where we
conducted field sketches with lots of relevant
annotations including the current geomorphic and
coastal processes at the site. We concluded the day
with a consolidation session back at the hotel.
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Sixth Form news
Year 12 Barcelona Trip
The whole team headed into Barcelona once more
by train for day three, we were focusing this time
around on human geography, such as varying
perceptions of the city and different rebranding
strategies in El Raval. We collected mostly
subjective information such as the quality of the
environment in four zones of El Raval and the types
of shops available, determining whether they were
more appropriate for tourists, locals or both.
Although it was daunting having to walk through
some of the red light district, getting to see the
pretty vintage boutiques, awesome graffiti art and
fantastic market stalls made up for this - not to
forget the slightly weird cat sculpture in the heart
of El Raval nearby the controversial new hotel.
Once again, we returned to the hotel and followed
up the day with another two hour class however
we now had to make the crucial decision and
choose between doing Human or Physical
Geography for our vital coursework. Surprisingly,
the whole group made a very one-sided choice; all
of us ended up choosing physical geography
meaning we were to go back to the Sitges coastline
for the final day.
Thankfully, Spain offered us sunshine throughout
our last full day in Sitges, making it a pleasure to
collect our data on the beaches. We collected more
information on beach profile and length as well as
sediment size and direction in correlation to
longshore drift, with less of us getting accidentally
attacked by the aggressive waves compared to day
two. But I must say I did end up dropping my field
sketch in a puddle so it was not necessarily one-
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hundred-percent a success for all. We wished
farewell to all the instructors and then the day
came to an end.
On the day of departure we had our third birthday
of the trip – that being Miss Salter’s, which
arguably made day five the most important one –
before we had to leave to go back to good ol’
England. As we arrived back home we were greeted
by a few piles of slushy ice, nevertheless, the
Barcelona trip was overall a great success and I can
honestly speak for all the class when I say that it
was a blast and I wish I could go back.
Alicia Harrod 12KPR
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Sixth Form news
Barcelona continued

On the 28th February, myself and 18 other students

took to the sky on our way to Barcelona. Unlike the
UK, Barcelona was mainly hot and sunny allowing us
to use the most of our days to collect data for our
independent investigation.
The first day of our journey was mostly travelling by
coach and plane. However, once in Barcelona, our
first activity was to do a bit of touring and
sightseeing around the area.
We went to the Sagrada Família which was a large
and beautiful cathedral. We had an audio tour
through the different areas, learning what the
different pillars within it represented and the ideas
behind the structural design.
After this, we went to the Olympic stadium which
was one of the main reasons for rebranding the
area around Barcelona before going back to the
coach to be taken to our hotel.
Hotel Subur was a large and comfy hotel right along
the Sitges coastline where we would be studying for
at least one day. With a selection of breakfast
choices, different baguettes for lunch and a
different 3 course dinner each day, we were able to
get comfy and explore the Sitges area during our
free time.
After a good night's rest, our first full day in
Barcelona was walking along the coast and the 14
different beaches along it. We were taught various
primary physical collection methods, from measuring
groyne heights to wave counts to field sketches. This
was part of our taster day on the coastline to help us
decide whether we wanted our independent
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investigation question to be about the coast or the
Barcelona town (El Raval).
Once taught all we needed, we were sent off into
small groups to try and record measurements
ourselves. This was a lot of fun to do with my group
due to the rough waves that we encountered that
day. We had to have a member of our group
watching the waves carefully to make sure we
weren't caught off guard whilst measuring!
Once we gathered measurements, we continued
down the long line of beaches going all the way to a
derelict and abandoned nightclub at the end of the
coastline. From there, we could see the effects of
erosion on the coastline as well as the nightclub as
we pointed out areas where the ground had broken
and collapsed.
Once back at the hotel, we had 2 hours of classroom
time to learn what to do with our data and how we
can present it (for example, learning about
Spearman's rank) before dinner. We then had a small
amount of free time again before getting some sleep
for the next big day.
The next day we went to El Raval on a double decker
train after a delicious breakfast to record some
human data within the town. This time, we focused
on more Qualitative data (meaning more opinion and
descriptive based data) for example, checking the
environmental quality, the residential quality and
other data categories.
We spend time in different sections of El Raval (SE,
SW, NE, NW) and compared how some sections
were treated better and were used for different
reasons (eg. Shops or as residential).
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Sixth Form news
Barcelona continued
Once finished collecting data from the 4 sections,
we were given free time to look around the heart of
Barcelona where there pancake stalls, jewellery and
makeup shops as well as fast food restaurants!
Now having completed our two taster days, our
final full day in Barcelona was our choice as to
which location we wanted to study at in relation to
our question. My question that I had in mind better
suited the Sitges coastline meaning that I chose to
go back to the beach for my last day. After a
briefing in the morning, we were given the whole
day to ourselves in small groups to collect any data
that we felt we could use to write our piece of
coursework when we arrived back in the UK. Myself
and the group I was in did a mix of physical and
human collection methods including:
Pedestrian count, sea wall height measurements,
environmental quality, field sketches, photo
annotation, land use maps, land use tallies and
bipolar surveys.
Due to staying focused and working well as a team,
my group finished earlier than expected leaving us
with a final amount of free time to enjoy our last
few moments in Barcelona before another
classroom session to help tie all our data together
and receive extra information sources online for

@Crispins6thForm
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secondary research.
Overall, Barcelona was an incredible experience
where I learned various different collection
methods as well as being active and doing a lot
more than I ever thought I was capable of doing
with my friends. The amount of support from both
the teachers and the tour guides was amazing and
myself and the others were lucky to have them with
us while doing our investigation.
After sharing our last meal and celebrating various
birthdays throughout the journey, we were back in
the UK before we knew it. With tons of useful
sources and data results, we are more than
prepared to write up our A level Geography
coursework piece.
Mia Khan 12KPR
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Sixth Form news
Student profiles—The Wider Curriculum
Subjects Studying:

area of specialisation may change, during my degree.

Philosophy and Ethics,
Creative Writing, Health and
Social Care

Wider Curricular:

Future Plans:
I am particularly interested
in the field of Health and
Social Care and plan to study
Occupational Therapy at Bournemouth University in
September 2018. I envisage becoming an
Occupational Therapist working with either children
or in the Mental Health sector but appreciate my

Subjects Studying:
Biology, Psychology, Chemistry

Future Plans:
I plan to study Biomedical Science at Southampton
University and compete at the world synchronized
skating championships.

Wider Curricular:
Outside of school, I ice skate in a synchronised
skating team called Wight Jewels. My team is
currently rated number 2 in Britain. From this team,

Subjects studying:
Engineering, Business, Drama

Future Plans:
I would like to study and take part
in a Construction apprenticeship
and then after completing this
become a site manager for a
construction firm.

Wider Curricular:
Outside of school, I am a football referee for the local
league. Here I referee boys and girls ranging from 716 years old. This has definitely helped me to make
@Crispins6thForm
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Outside of school, I had the opportunity to shadow
Occupational Therapists at both the Royal Berks
Hospital and Swindon Mental Health Trust, enabling
me to experience first-hand the work that
Occupational Therapists do. I realise that it is a
challenging and ever-changing field of work, but
hope that I will enjoy following this as a career after
my degree.

I have learnt invaluable
communication skills that I am
able to transfer to both the
classroom and everyday life.
Striving for success and
working hard to do well is a
large part of my skating team
this is helping me in my A
levels as I can commit to the
work and have high aspirations
and goals for the future It has helped me realise my
potential and understand that anything is possible if
you put the work in.
sure that my independent learning and time
management skills have been improving which is
something that I have been able to transfer into the
classroom. Being a referee you have to make sure
that you are consistent in what you do and I feel like
refereeing has really helped me to grow as a person
because it combines the skills of being both friendly
and assertive at the same time. The Sixth Form also
supported me in setting up work experience with
Dawnus Construction during half-term. I spent the
week shadowing different professionals working on
the Peach Place Development in Wokingham. The
experience was motivational and I learnt a lot about
the construction industry as well as making some key
contacts for the future.
www.crispins.co.uk
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Sixth Form news
Student profiles—The Wider Curriculum
I was invited to the MOBO
Awards where I captured
Music Technology, ICT, Engineering
the event, networked and
supported by clients The
Future Plans:
I want to work in the music industry as a Compozers. Seeing a range
of industry professionals upfilmographer/ photographer.
close and meeting the
people who I am inspired by
Wider Curricular:
and whom I aspire to work
During the last two years, I have been developing
with
was
absolutely
my own photography and film company: GoddyQ
incredible. I have learnt so
(www.djgoddyq.com). Working at live events and
much from my experiences
being employed to document important lifeoutside of school that drives
changing moments for my clients such as weddings
me to achieve in my lessons and to use the
and christenings can be immensely pressured but I
communication skills and perseverance by business
also find seeing the joy others get from my work
has helped me develop.
highly rewarding. A highlight of my career was when

Subjects Studying:

Sixth Form Induction Days

Monday 2nd and Tuesday 3rd July
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Sixth Form news

Dates for the diary
Monday 16th April—Friday 27th April—Year 10 Pre Public
Exams

Friday 22nd June—Year 10 Geography field work trip to
Swanage

Thursday 3rd & Friday 4th May—GCSE Art Exam

Friday 22nd—Sunday 24th June—Year 7 Teambuilding
trip to Whitemoor Lakes

Monday 7th May - May Bank Holiday
Tuesday 8th & Friday 11th May—GCSE Photography Exam
Monday 14th May—Year 12 Parents’ Evening

Monday 25th June—Year 10 BTEC Engineering trip to
National Grid

Wednesday 16th May—Year 8 Black Country Museum trip

Friday 29th June—Monday 2nd July—Year 10 MFL
Normandy trip

Tuesday 22nd May—Year 10 Slapton Sands trip
Information Evening—Lecture Theatre

Monday 2nd & Tuesday 3rd July—Sixth Form Induction
Days

Monday 28th May—Friday 1st June—May half term

Wednesday 4th July—Trips Day

Friday 8th June—Year 10 Reports issued

Thursday 5th July—Year 11 Prom

Monday 11th June—Years 10 & 12 Computer Science
Bletchley Park trip

Monday 9th July—Year 7 & 8 Art Galleries trip

Wednesday 13th June—Year 10 GCSE Religious Studies
trip to Slough Mosque
Saturday 16th—Monday 18th June—Year 10 Geography
Slapton Sands trip

Tuesday 10th July—Year 12 Economics trip to the Bank of
England
Wednesday 11th—Saturday 14th July—Summer
Production of Grease

Monday 18th June—PTA Meeting

Tuesday 17th—Sunday 29th July - Year 11 & 12
Wilderness Expedition to Kenya

Wednesday 20th June—Year 10 Geography field trip to
Windsor

Tuesday 17th July—Sports Day

Thursday 21st June—Year 10 Prefect Training Day
Thursday 21st June—Official opening of The Oaks
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Wednesday 18th July—Presentation Evening
Thursday 19th July—Year 12 Reports issued
Friday 20th July—Last day of term
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Work Related Learning
Aileen Sinclair - Careers Advisor

My name is Aileen Sinclair
I am St. Crispin’s School Careers
Adviser and I come into your school
every week
Please come and see me for
information, advice and guidance on:







Careers Notice Board

For live opportunities and
careers advice check out
the display board outside
the careers office or visit
the careers section in the
school library.

Careers
Job hunting and
CVs
Apprenticeships
University
Choosing options
Next steps

Ask your Tutor, Head of Year or Mrs
Hollands for an appointment. I am in
the careers room in the black corridor,
opposite the Art & Photography rooms.
Adviza Wokingham
Wokingham Library
Denmark Street
Tel: 0118 9647400
Mob: 07747476781
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Sports news
Inclusion Zone Basketball – South East Regional Championships
Luckily, they put in their best performance of the
competition and won, meaning we needed a wide
point’s margin in our last game to be crowned
champions.
The team were eager to grasp this opportunity
with both hands and flew out of the blocks, being
10 points up in the first 5 minutes.
The other team tried to rally but the damage had
already been done and St. Crispin’s continued to
score basket after basket running out comfortable
26-4 winners. The title of South East IZB
Champions was theirs.
St. Crispin’s now goes on to represent the South
East in the National Championships in Worcester
on 25th April. Well done to everyone involved.
Mr Ian Nelson, Head of PE
On Tuesday 20th March, St. Crispin’s attended the
South East IZB Championships at Brighton
University. This was the 2nd consecutive year that
we had entered, coming runners up last year. This
year the squad was determined to go one better
and qualify for the National Championships.
The team began their first game in determined
style but the performance was far from polished
with plenty of opportunities to score not being
taken. We should have won comfortably but were
punished by the other school, losing by one point.
This put us on the back foot and meant we had to
win all of our 3 remaining games.
We went into game 2 with a fantastic attitude
and scored some excellent team baskets, winning
12-6.
Game 3 went the same way with us being in front
from the start and eventually winning 14-6.
Before we played our 4th and final game we
needed a favour from another school. They needed
to beat the team who we lost to give us a chance
of winning the competition in points difference.
@crispinsschool
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Sports news
School Ski Championship
The Schools’ Ski Championship was held at John Nike
Leisure Centre on Saturday March 3rd. Racers had to
complete three Slalom races in very icy conditions. One of
our Year 11 students took silver and the remainder of the
St. Crispin’s ski team achieved the bronze overall in a very
close race.

Year 11 GCSE Climbing course

Six Year 11 GCSE students have been trying to boost
their grades by taking part in a 6 week course at
Oakwood Climbing Centre. They have learnt about
rope work and knot tying, belaying and how to boulder
which are all part of the GCSE Climbing syllabus. The
sessions were really successful and we look forward to
working with the centre again in the future.
Mr Ian Nelson, Head of PE

Athletics success
Well done to
our Year 9
student,
left,
who
was
awarded
a
bronze medal in
the
Sheffield
National Indoor
Championships.
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Sports news
Black belt success
Well done to our Year 10 student who has
achieved her 2nd Dan black belt at the SSKA
(Southern Shotokan Karate Association)
Winter Camp recently. Photographed right:
Receiving her certificate from Chief Instructor
Sensei Cole, 7th Dan.

Football round-up

The Year 7 boys’ football team, left,
have had a great season with some
high scoring wins beating Emmbrook
8 – 0 and Edgbarrow 10-0.
The U14 girls’ team, below are
through to the semi-finals of the
County Cup where they face Maiden
Erlegh.
The U13 girls’ team, far left, are also
through to the semi-finals of the
County League after beating
Brackenhale 5-0.
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PTA news
Where are the funds raised by the 500 Club
PTA being spent?
In
the
last
academic
year
we
donated
£10,000 to the
school to help
pay
for
the
refurbishment of
the
changing
rooms. So far this
academic
year
we have raised
over £5,500 to go
towards
the
refurbishment of
the IT block along with a number of other
resources required by the school.
This has been raised through numerous activities
and events such as the Quiz Night, second-hand
uniform sales, refreshment stands at school-run
events, the 500 club, the sale of reduced price
Reading FC tickets and the voluntary donation
scheme. The recent Quiz Night was as well
attended as ever and raised nearly £2,500!
We really appreciate your support of the
activities and events organised by the PTA and
ask that, if you feel able to spare the time, you
consider joining the PTA and getting involved in
organising these and other much needed
fundraising activities!

Reading FC discounted tickets
Next term there are two matches that you can
attend at a discounted
price, they are: QPR n
30th
March
and
Sunderland on 14th
April.
For more details visit
http://
www.crispins.co.uk/
pta/reading-fc-tickets/

We re-launched the ‘500
Club’ last term - this is
the St. Crispin’s School
“PTA lottery”. Over £400
has been raised so far
this academic year.
Anyone can play and it
costs just £2 a month.
Every month there are
two prizes and in
November one lucky
member won our star
prize of £500!! Details of
how to enter can be
found on the PTA section of the school
website
http://www.crispins.co.uk/pta/500-clubapplication-form/

Prom Fair
In
January
the PTA held
its first ever
Prom
Fair. Lots of
Year
11
students and
their parents,
from
St.Crispin’s and also neighbouring schools, came
along. There were a large selection of new and
preloved prom dresses to look at, try and buy.
A number of other local businesses including
hairdressers and beauticians and others offering and
demonstrating their products and services were
there.
Whilst it wasn’t a big fundraiser it was very popular
and this and the feedback received means we are
intending to run the event again next year.

PTA news continued

The Voluntary Donation Scheme is one of St.
Crispin’s main fundraising efforts. Over the last 3
years, St. Crispin’s has benefited hugely from your
participation.
Every donation is supported by the introduction of
Gift Aid, which means that the PTA, as a charitable
body, can reclaim the tax paid by parents from HM
Revenue & Customs.
If you feel in a position to be able to donate then

Easter Bike Bonanza at the Bike Shack on the
Track, Finchampstead
Date - Thursday, April 5, 2018
Event Time - 11am - 3pm
Meeting Point - Bike Shack at the Track, behind
FBC Centre, Gorse Ride North, Finchampstead,
RG40 4ES
Cost per Participant - Free
Additional Information - A day of cycling fun for
the whole family!
Come along to our Easter Bike Bonanza and take
part in various activities on the day including:
Easter Bike Treasure Hunt
Smoothie Bike
Try out a bicycle
Dr Bike
Puncture repair classes
Bike security marking
Fun for all the family - parents encouraged to
bring their bikes along or borrow one! Cycle
helmets for sale at a bargain price of £5.00 on the
day.

please go to the Tucasi site. Further details about the
scheme and how to donate are on the school
website https://www.crispins.co.uk/pta/donate/

Uniform
We run second hand uniform sales at most of the
Parents Evenings and have raised nearly £500
already this academic year. If you have a specific
requirement you can contact the PTA at
pta@crispins.co.uk
We are always grateful for any donations of good
quality second hand
uniform so if you are
having a clear out please
send them our way. You
can drop any items off at
the school office and they
will pass them onto us.

Term Dates 2018
Summer Term
Inset days: Monday 23rd & Tuesday 24th July (summer
holiday)
Monday 16th April—Friday 20th July

Half Term
Monday 28th May—Friday 1st June

Autumn Term

Inset days: Monday 3rd & Tuesday 4th September
Wednesday 5th September—Wednesday 19th
December
Half Term
Monday 22nd—Friday 26th October

Here at St. Crispin’s we are fortunate to have so many talented pupils. Whatever your talent or
achievements may be, please keep us updated so we can share and celebrate your successes with the rest
of the school community. Email Mrs Tromans with your news — tromansh@crispins.co.uk

H Tromans Spring 2018

Voluntary Donation Scheme

School news
Smoke alarm safety
Latest fire statistics reveal that one smoke alarm
may not be enough to provide you with the best
chance of escaping a fire in the home.
It’s clear that most people know a working smoke
alarm can save lives by providing those vital few
seconds needed to escape a fire in the home. But,
despite the majority of homes (88 per cent) having
at least one working smoke alarm in their home,
smoke alarms alerted householders to a fire in
England in only 40 per cent of cases. The most
common reason a smoke alarm failed to activate
was because the fire was outside its range.
As part of the national fire safety campaign, Royal
Berkshire Fire and Rescue service (RBFRS) are
encouraging people in Wokingham to have a think
about the smoke alarms in their home.

hallways and landings. And placing smoke detectors
near to sleeping areas and in rooms where there are
electrical appliances could give you the extra warning
you need.
“It’s also important to remember that smoke alarms
don’t last forever. The power might work, but the
detection mechanism deteriorates with time. So
whether they are battery operated or wired to the
mains, to work at their best they should be replaced
every ten years.”

We must all make sure that we have enough smoke
alarms to cover our whole homes. If you don’t have
enough, or they’re not in the right place, you might
not be alerted in time.

Royal Berkshire Fire and Rescue Service offered
these five smoke alarm top tips:
 Install at least one smoke alarm on every level of
your home.
The vast majority of us now have at least one smoke  The ideal position is on the ceiling, in the middle
alarm in our homes, but early detection and of a room or on a hallway or landing.
warning is vital to reduce the devastation a fire in  Consider fitting additional alarms in other rooms
the home can cause. That’s why it’s so important where there are electrical appliances and near
that you have enough smoke alarms and that they sleeping areas
are in the right place to have the best chance of  Don’t put alarms in or near kitchens and
alerting you and your loved ones to a fire.
bathrooms where cooking or steam can set them off
You should make sure you have at least one smoke by accident.
alarm on every level of your home, preferably in Replace your smoke alarms every ten years.
Royal Berkshire Fire and Rescue Service are also
urging carers and people who keep a close eye on
less able relatives to check that these homes have
enough smoke alarms in the right places too.
And finally, don’t forget to test your smoke alarms
every week – Press to test, test it Tuesday

For more information please contact Royal Berkshire
Fire and Rescue Service We also offer free Home Fire
Safety Checks. If you are interested in a check then
please contact RBFRS on 0800 587 6679 or email
hfscreferrals@rbfrs.co.uk

